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Answers to the 
question: What is 
your favorite piece of 
technology?



Plan for Today’s Talk
Motivating Questions: 

● Are there some processes that we do not want to see automated? 
● Are there some processes that defy automation? 

Part 1: AI, Data Mining, and Automation

● Case Study: Ask Delphi 

Part 2: Moral Intuitions 

● Case Study: The Trolley Problem 

Part 3: Conclusions





HAL = Heuristically programmed ALgorithmic computer

HAL was capable of:

Speech
Speech recognition
Facial recognition
Natural Language Processing
Lip reading
Art appreciation
Interpreting emotions
Automated reasoning
Playing chess
Piloting the spacecraft



Source: https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-39298199



Source: https://news.artnet.com/market/google-inceptionism-art-sells-big-439352





Eric Schmidt, 2011

Source: https://www.niemanlab.org/2011/06/eric-schmidt-google-wants-to-get-so-smart-it-can-answer-your-questions-without-having-to-link-you-elsewhere/



“… literally compute the right answer”



Temple of Apollo, Delphi

Image source: https://blog.globusjourneys.com/2020/08/20/the-oracle-of-delphi/



Images: https://www.britishmuseum.org/collection/object/G_1917-1210-1

bell krater
4th B.C
British Museum

Orestes visiting the Oracle of Delphi



Allen Institute for AI (a research institute founded by late Microsoft co-founder Paul Allen)

Ask Delphi was released on Oct 14, 2021.

https://delphi.allenai.org/ 

https://delphi.allenai.org/


















The 
CommonSense 
Norm Bank







https://blog.allenai.org/towards-machine-ethics-and-norms-d64f2bdde6a3 

https://blog.allenai.org/towards-machine-ethics-and-norms-d64f2bdde6a3


Open questions posed to 
the research community, 
in an attempt to build 
ethical, reliable, and 
inclusive AI systems.



Can we elicit explanations of 
models’ moral judgments to make 
model decisions traceable?



Moral Intuitions
● Intuitive senses/sentiments about case studies in ethics.



Trolleyology 
There is a runaway trolley barreling down the railway tracks. Ahead, on the tracks, 
there are five people tied up and unable to move. The trolley is headed straight for 
them. You are standing some distance off in the train yard, next to a lever. If you 
pull this lever, the trolley will switch to a different set of tracks. However, you notice 
that there is one person on the side track. 

(Text from wikipedia.org, “Trolley Problem”)



Trolleyology
What are our options?

● Do nothing → 5 people die 

● Pull the lever → 1 person dies 



How To Know What To Do?
Consequentialism: we discover the right thing to do by looking at the 
consequence.

Deontology: we discover the right thing to do by looking at whether we have 
followed a moral rule. 



Can We “Science” The Problem?
Method

● Hook subjects up to fMRI machines.

● Ask subjects to decide whether a particular action in a hypothetical case was 
appropriate. 

● Record responses and take note of subject brain activity while responding.



Can we ‘Science’ The Problem?
Findings

1. When an agent harms someone personally → emotions

2. When an agent harms someone impersonally → less emotion

3. When participants said that doing personal harm was morally okay, they took 
longer to respond → reasoning.

[Description of experiment from aeon magazine, 

Sam Dresser, 

“Science has next to nothing to say about moral intuitions”]



Ethics, Solved(?)
Conclusions:

● Think about consequences→ reason
● Think about rules→ emotion 
● We want to be rational. 
● So, we should value moral intuitions that focus on consequences. 



Not So Fast, Science!
Question: Who decides what features of a decision are morally relevant?



The Machine Is Here To Help…
What if we could enter a question into Delphi about whether to pull the lever? 

Would we want to?
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